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St Petroc’s Post
Letter from the Headmaster
Dear Parents and Carers,
I must offer my congratulations to the children from the Prep School for all of their
endeavours this afternoon. Sports Day is one of the most memorable occasions within
the St Petroc’s calendar and what a fantastic day it has been for everyone. I was very
proud and the overall standard was, once again, very high. One particularly special
moment was during the Year 6 boys' race, when little Wilbur unfortunately wandered
across the track and there was a collision. Without a thought for their race positions,
Orlando, Ruben and Ayden all stopped immediately to help Wilbur, a selfless act which
sums up so beautifully the unique, cross-peer relationships that St Petroc's children
have. I would also like to say an extra special thank you to all the staff for their efforts
and enthusiasm today; particularly those who gave up their own time to come in. Their
dedication is also so indicative of how special the St Petroc's family is.
This week has also seen plenty of focus on tweaking the Key Stage 2 performance of
‘Pantastic’. I managed to get a glimpse of the budding actors and actresses yesterday,
en route to their dress rehearsal, and they looked superb. Within the classroom, a great
deal of effort has been going into their Science topics and the annual Conservation prize.
It is always impressive to see the children so engrossed in researching something that
interests and intrigues them. I wish them all luck prior to judging. I must also mention
the outstanding Key Stage 2 Swimming Gala on Tuesday. It was light hearted and
informal but there were some strong competitive moments and the event allowed the
children to really showcase their ability. Well done to all of you!
A huge well done to Key Stage 1 also, for their classroom work and completing their
assessments this week. On three occasions I went to visit them and found them all
extremely well focussed and mid paper. They managed to let off some steam, however,
with the Multi-skills event last night at the Budehaven Tennis Dome. They all showed
superb understanding and achievement, and the rate at which they have physically
progressed following last year is quite astounding. Yesterday morning, we welcomed
Tempest back for the Class photo retake and the images are looking wonderful. I hope to
have hard copies for you all to look at next week and I thank you for your understanding
and patience so far. I now look ahead to tomorrow’s Summer Fun Day and hope to
see lots of you there. I must thank the Friends of St Petroc’s for all of their efforts
throughout the year. Once again, their energy, commitment, passion and dedication
to the school are unwavering and we are incredibly grateful for their efforts. I have no
doubt it will be a huge success and wish you all a restful weekend.
Ben Hilton
Fast Yn Mesk Tonnow
St Petroc’s School, 40 Ocean View Road, Bude, Cornwall, EX23 8NJ
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Diary Dates
Saturday 22nd June
Friends of St Petroc’s
Summer Fun Day &
Dog Show
Tuesday 25th June
The Big Bang Fair
South West
Wednesday 26th June
2pm KS2 'Pantastic'
Play Performance
Thursday 27th June
6pm KS2 'Pantastic'
Play Performance
Tuesday 2nd July
2pm Speech Day
Wednesday 3rd July
End of Term
(No Stay & Play)
Wednesday 4th
September
First Day of Term
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The Friends of St Petroc’s
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The Friends of St Petroc’s
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SATURDAY 22ND JUNE
12PM
EVENT OPENS

ST PETROC'S SCHOOL FIELD, BUDE, EX23 8NJ

CLASSES AVAILABLE:

1PM
JUDGING STARTS

ROSETTES 1ST-4TH PLACE

Best Crossbred Dog or Bitch

first prize winners receive
a voucher for a wash and

Best Purebred Dog or Bitch

blowdry at LiLly’’’s Dog Grooming

Best Junior Handler
(handler to be 16 years or younger)

and qualify for the ‘”
best in show” championship

Veteran Dog or Bitch (7 years or older)
Bonniest Puppy (1 year or younger)
The Prettiest Bitch
The Most Handsome Dog
The Waggiest Tail
The Dog or Bitch the judge
would most like to take home
The fastest Dog or Bitch to eat a Bonio

KINDLY SPONSORED BY

OTHER ATTRACTIONS INCLUDE:
Bouncy castles and giant 30ft slide
inflatable assault course and bungee run
surf simulator sponsored by zuma jay
bar, bbq and cream teas
zach’’s ice lollies
toddler fun zone
croquet, kid's games, plant stall

AND SO MUCH MORE!
SPONSORED BY

VISIT SOCIAL MEDIA FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND UPDATES

BUDE SUMMER FUN DAY
@BUDESUMMERFUN
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St Petroc’s Post - Early Years
Little Turtles
Super fun skills
The Little Turtles have, yet again, been making the
most of the sunshine at the end of the week, exploring
the garden and working on our mark making with the
chalks and chalk boards. We have also been developing
our Personal, Social and Emotional development skills,
by working together to use the cooker and bake some
yummy food for our friends! In the tuff spot this week we
had balls, buckets and tubes. This was super fun when
filling up and emptying, which is good for developing our
Maths skills.

Sea Lions
Vegetastic
This week in Sea Lions we have been talking all about
vegetables and growing. The children have made some
eco friendly plant pots and each planted some carrot
seeds to take home. The plant pots are made from
newspaper and can be put directly into the ground.
We have been looking at lots of vegetables and fruits,
learning their names as well as looking at their colours
and texture. We’ve also been playing a game known as
Kim’s Game, where we put a few items on tray, covered
them over and removed one, then the children had to
guess which one was missing. We have also been making
some craft vegetables to put on our display allotment:
cauliflowers, onions, carrots, potatoes and corn.
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Dolphins
Aquatic adventures
This week the Dolphins have been busy learning about
aquariums. They have joined in with many creative
activities, searching for sea creatures in water and
exploring the texture of different decorative stones.
The Dolphins have also worked together to create an
underwater scene for our display. The children enjoyed
lots of painting, creating big and small fish using lots of
glitter and paint. The children requested an octopus so
we made one using papier mache and lots of glue.
We also enjoyed the books ‘My Friend Whale’, by Simon
James, and ‘Barry the Fish with Fingers’ by Sue Hendra.
The children were able to recall parts of the story from
memory.

St Petroc’s Post - Prep School
Stay & Play
Leaf rubbing
One day this week, Stay and Play found themselves
enjoying making cards and pictures using leaf rubbings.
After finding leaves, where they could see the veins, from
the garden they were amazed at their own creations as
the patterns emerged.
They were carefully cut around to make interesting
displays to take home.
An absorbing activity thoroughly enjoyed by all.
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Reception
Challenge champions
The Reception children
took part in The Great Peg
Board Challenge.
Timed against the clock,
the contestants had to
place as many pegs into
the board as they could in
just one minute.
The audience cheered, the
contestants concentrated,
the pegs were flying into
the peg boards!
Standing on the podium,
the winners proudly show
off their rosettes.

Year 1
Bronze Age Baking
Year 1 have had a further taste of life in the Bronze Age
this week. After watching a short video showing what
life the of a child might have been like, the children
have used an old fashioned method to braid necklaces
and bake bread from a Bronze Age recipe. It was more
popular than you might think, due to the copious
amounts of honey used to bind the dough! Each child
has gone on to write a recipe for Bronze Age bread rolls,
which includes fruits or seeds that could be foraged all
those many years ago. Parents can look forward with
anticipation to tasting them!
The children have also had times of more intense focus
and concentration this week, completing both their
Maths and Reading Comprehension assessments. They
then ended the week in an extremely sporty style,
participating in both the Budehaven KS1 Multi-skills
event and the St Petroc’s Sports Day the following day!
Ms Croxall says she’s truly had a class of super stars this
week!
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Years 2 & 3
At the seaside: now and then
Living in a seaside town has given the children in Years
2 and 3 an advantage while learning about going to the
beach in times gone by. They have watched informative
films and completed a comprehension. Everyone also
sorted pictures into what it is like now, what it was
like then and what still applies to both. They even
designed their own swimwear. An interesting debate
followed when deciding if it is better now or then. It
was suggested it was better then, as the beaches were
cleaner. The majority decided it was better now though,
as families aren't split up and everyone is allowed on the
beaches together, not separate beaches for male and
females. Plus we now have donkey rides!

Years 4 & 5
Motivational Maths
Years 4 and 5 happily put aside their Golden Time this
week to revise topics for their Maths assessments.
Around the classroom, Mr Fox had scattered multiple
Maths questions focusing on fractions, decimals,
place value, number and time. These were colour
coded in terms of difficulty. The pupils then led their
own afternoon, practising the questions they wanted
to. 2 hours flew by, with much success and many
misconceptions ironed out. Well done!
"I went through the different

"Actively moving around the room,

colours, making it harder for

using friends and resources to help

myself."

with the questions and allowing

Kaitlin, Year 4.

independence, is a great way to
motivate children with their Maths;
even if they did miss their Golden Time!
It was noisy at times but all the children
were talking about the Maths problems,
staying firmly on task." Mr Fox

"It was great to be able to choose what Maths we wanted to practise."
Indigo, Year 5
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Years 6 & 7
Conservation quest
Years 6 and 7 have been making posters and leaflets on
the subject of marine conservation, in an attempt to win
the Richard Pierce Marine Conservation Shield at this
year's prize giving. The pupils each chose a particular
marine animal which is endangered or which they find
interesting, then set about researching them on the
Learn Pads. Once they had filled a whole sheet with facts
they moved onto making their 'official' leaflet or poster.
"I chose the Vaquita Porpoise, as

"Mine is about the Mantis Shrimp.

there are only 10 left in the world.

They are very cool and are the

They get tangled in fishing nets and

hardest hitting fish."

are illegally hunted." Orlando

Ayden

St Petroc’s Post - Games & Sport
Cricket
A new format
On Thursday we welcomed Kingsley School for an U11s
mixed Cricket match, which was undertaken with a
new way of playing. The players rotated roles each time
there was a new batting pair and the children really
embraced this new approach. Ms Croxall commended
the players for their bowling progress, as they made
it very difficult for their rivals and didn't give anything
away. In particular, Benjamin, Indigo, Lilly and Rosie were
all notable for their bowling. St Petroc's won the match,
with a final score of 154-135.

Bude Lifeboat Run
An amendment!
In last week's St Petroc's Post we quoted Piper's place in the Year 4 race as 8th. We've now found out that, not only was
she 8th overall but she actually won the girls' race. Well done on your 1st place Piper!
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Key Stage 2 Swimming Gala
St Petroc's v Shebbear Gala
The inaugural St Petroc's v Shebbear Swimming Gala
took place at Bude Leisure Centre on Tuesday, with the
children competing in under 9s and under 11s races.
Each child participated in individual events, including
breaststoke, backstroke and front crawl, as well as a 4
x 25m mixed medley relay. Overall, St Petroc's won by
42 points to Shebbear's 38 and everyone swam their
hardest and demonstrated great sportsmanship.
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Sports Day
A highlight of the St Petroc's calendar
Sports Day is always a favourite event in the school
calendar and this year's event did not disappoint. Thank
you to everyone who worked so hard to create such a
fantastic opportunity for the children to showcase their
incredible talents, skills and sporting spirits. Well done to
all the children for their fantastic energy and enthusiasm!
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